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"Doing it together: effective collaboration in scientific and technological 
university libraries“ 
Cape Town, 14 – 18 April 2013 
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SIG Information Literacy 
 
 Why Special Interest Group on Information Literacy 
 Who we are 
 Our aims and objectives 
 Our activities 
 
Please feel free to join! 
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SIG Information Literacy 
News and Trends in IL in STM 
• Standards and Frameworks  
• Upcoming ideas and developments 
Share best practice 
• Course planning and content 
• Share experience and expert advice 
Support for IATUL members 
• Assistance for programme development 
• Strategy documents for IL programmes 
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 blog (about news and trends in information literacy) 
 mission statement (about SIG IL) 
 standards and frameworks (national and IATUL libraries) 
 
SIG Information Literacy - Website 
News and Trends in IL in STM 
• Standards and Frameworks  
• Upcoming ideas and developments 
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SIG Information Literacy - Website 
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SIG Information Literacy – Blog 
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SIG Information Literacy – Mission Statement 
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Internal forum for group members (platform: ELGG) 
10 members so far 
 group discussion about course planning, content, client needs, … 
 sharing of e-learning material, best practice 
 event calendar 
 
Share best practice 
• Course planning and content 
• Share experience and expert advice 
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SIG Information Literacy – Internal Forum 
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SIG Information Literacy – Internal Forum 
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SIG Information Literacy – Internal Forum 
Current discussion on 
 
e-learning, m-learning  
Support for researchers (bibliometrics, academic networking) 
Programme evaluation, assessment 
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SIG Information Literacy for IATUL 
Supporting IATUL libraries in developing an IL programme: 
recommendations for organisational and technical infrastructure 
strategic papers 
vocational training for IL specialists 
expert advise for programme evaluation and assessment 
 
Support for IATUL members 
• Assistance for programme development 
• Strategy documents for IL programmes 
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Future Plans 
 
Survey of institution-specific standards and 
frameworks in IATUL libraries 
 
Survey of transliteracy skills and knowledge 
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Blog posts on a regular basis  
upcoming conferences  
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